### TRC0340 - CONTOUR BACK, RECLINE AND ESR

#### Item NO. | QTY. | PART NO. | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | --- | ---
1A | 1 | TRX1195 | CONTOUR BACK PAN, 17H
1B | N/S | 1 | TRX2741 | CONTOUR BACK PAN, 15H
1C | N/S | 1 | TRX2740 | CONTOUR BACK PAN, 12H
2 | 4 | TRX1728 | ESR GLIDE BLOCK ASS'Y, CONTOUR BACK
3 | 1 | TRM0036 | HEADREST CLAMP ASS'Y
4 | N/S | 5ft | TRM0568 | RUBBER EDGE TRIM, SMALL PROFILE
5A | N/S | 1 | TRS0022 | CONTOUR BACK CUSHION ASS'Y
5B | N/S | 1 | TRS0022 | CONTOUR BACK CUSHION ASS'Y, ONYX
6 | 10 | TRH0101 | ¼'' FLAT WASHER
7 | 2 | TRH0201 | ¼-20 NYLOC NUT
8 | 2 | TRH0308 | ¼-20 x 5/8" BUTTON SOCKET CAP SCREW
9 | 1 | TRH0429 | ¼-20 x ½" BUTTON SOCKET CAP SCREW
10 | 3 | TRH0445 | ¼-20 x ¾" BUTTON SOCKET CAP SCREW

#### Notes:
1. N/S = NOT SHOWN
2. PARTS IN ASSEMBLY SHOWN FOR KITTING PURPOSES ONLY. GLIDE BLOCKS ARE LOCATED DURING THE UPPER SEAT ASSEMBLY. LOCATION DEPENDS ON BACK SIZE AND THE USE OF LATERALS.
3. TRM0036 NOT REQUIRED FOR ONYX HEADREST - SEE TRC0326
4. USE LOCTITE (2)
5. WASHERS USED TO PROVIDE CLEARANCE FROM BACK PAN EDGE TRIM. USE AS REQUIRED
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